CHAPTER 1

introduction
Zenith heralded the new dawn of a new era – and the Horizon blossomed once again.
Three dozen star systems, linked by fate and by the will of the Icons, wandered
together towards a brighter future. But as the Emissaries arrived, the happy days
drew to a close, and the dark between the stars slowly came oozing back.
THE REALM OF THE ICONS – a historical overview of the Third Horizon by Kaldana Mourir.

RULES SECTION

Welcome to Coriolis – The Third Horizon! In this role-playing game, you
take on the roles of adventurers, travelling the stars.
along your journey, you will experience marvellous things.
Ahead lies the greatest adventure of all – and who knows,
maybe you will be the ones who change the fate of the Third
Horizon’s for good?

PLAYERS
All players except for one will play adventurers, or Player
Characters (PCs). You, the player decide what your PC does and
thinks, what she does and says – but not what challenges she
needs to overcome. Your job as a player is to bring your PC to
life. Imagine yourself in her position – how would you react,
what would you do? The PCs are always central characters of
the story. The game is about you. Your decisions, your lives.

GAMEMASTER
The last player takes on the role of the Gamemaster (GM).
He describes the world around you, he plays the other characters you encounter during your adventures, he controls
the monsters and enemies standing in your way, and he
decides what truths that lay behind the secrets you uncover.
It’s the GM’s job to put obstacles in your way, to challenge
your PCs and to force them to show what they’re truly
made of. It’s not his job, however, to decide everything that
happens in the game – and certainly not how your story
should end. Over the course of the game, this is what you
play to find out.

WHAT DO YOU DO?
In Coriolis, the entire Third Horizon lies before you: a vast
cluster of star systems containing exotic planets, space stations and strange artifacts. It is up to you to explore the the
game world and unearth its secrets. There are several things
you will be doing while playing the game:

CREW A SPACE CRAFT
Your spaceship is your vessel, your base and your home. It
is without doubt your most valuable possession and most
important asset. Onboard your craft, you will experience
both perilous journeys and violent conflicts that will test
your mettle.

PLOT & SCHEME ONBOARD CORIOLIS
The factions of the Third Horizon are wrapped up in a
never-ending struggle for power and influence – a game
you sooner or later will be forced to engage in. The agents of
the factions converge on the Coriolis space station, and this
is where the lies and the scheming is most intense.

CARRY OUT MISSIONS

The Third Horizon is the game world Coriolis, a gigantic
cluster of stars linked together by mystical portals. Together,
you will explore the stars and behold their grandeur.

In order to survive and build yourselves a better future, you
will have to take on missions. Whether it is hauling Dabaran
wine to a colony out on the fringes of civilization, spying on a
rival faction or acting as bodyguards to a wealthy merchant,
you will have to work together to accomplish the mission in
the best way you can.

UNRAVEL SECRETS

PRAY TO THE ICONS

The world of Coriolis is full of mysteries and secrets. Who built
the portals? From where did the strange Emissaries arrive?
And what did really happen to the lost faction Sacrifice of
Nazareem? During your adventures, you will delve into the

Icon worship is ever-present in the Third Horizon. Through
faith, the people find strength, and so will you. When darkness
surrounds you and all hope seems lost, a desperate prayer
to the Icons can be what saves your lives.

EXPLORE THE HORIZON
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mysterious world that is the Third Horizon – and perhaps
learn something about yourselves along the way.
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CORIOLIS IN A NUTSHELL
Coriolis – The Third Horizon is a role-playing game set in space.
There are ships, space stations and starry vistas, just like in
any other space-themed RPG. What separates Coriolis from
other sci-fi RPGs is first and foremost the social environment,
which in Coriolis is strongly inspired by the Middle East. The
unique features of the game are listed below.

ARABIAN NIGHTS – IN SPACE
The Coriolis world is inspired by Middle Eastern culture, rather
than the Western one. Food, music and fashion, as well as
religion, philosophy and literature. Most importantly, myths
and folk tales from the Middle East deeply entwine with the
spirit of the game world. The Third Horizon is a world where
ancient myth meets high technology.

THE OLD VERSUS THE NEW
A central theme to Coriolis is the conflict between the

Firstcome, the Horizon’s earliest settlers, and the Zenithians,
descendants to the second wave of colonists arriving onboard
the Zenith. Although the First-come had already established
their culture throughout the Horizon when Zenith arrived,
the Zenithians have grown to dominate more and more
in the last decades, through trade, hostile expansion and
colonization. The Zenithians’ cultural imperialism is a key
factor in the conflict between the Consortium - a Zenithian
faction - and the Firstcome Order of the Pariah.

MYSTICISM AND ICON WORSHIP
Worshiping the Icons permeates everything in the world of
Coriolis. The religion is the smallest common denominator for peoples of the Third Horizon. The faith is strongest
with the First-come, especially so among the ranks of the
Church of the Icons and the Order of the Pariah. But also the
recently arrived Zenithians have in large numbers converted
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to worshiping the Icons. The level of religious commitment
varies of course, from the superstitious hauler crew praying
to the Traveller before a portal jump, to missionaries zealously
devoted to the holiest of struggles, saving the Horizon one
soul at a time.

THREE TIPS FOR INSPIRATION

Sometimes, watching a tv-series or reading a book can
help you to get in the right feeling for an RPG. Here are
three quick tips:
◆◆ Firefly, the tv-series about the crew onboard a small

THE DARK BETWEEN THE STARS
The omens have foretold it, and the clergy preached it for
a long time now: the Dark between the Stars – the unspeakable, corrupting force at work in the intersection between
civilization and the endless nothingness of space – seems to
be real. In Coriolis, the Dark between the Stars play roughly
role of the Devil in Earth’s Christianity.

freighter vessel, has a lot in common with Coriolis.
Just trade the Western influence for Arabian Nights.
◆◆ Revelation Space and its sequels. These book by
Alastair Reynolds are full of ancient mysteries and
mythical ruins – just like Coriolis.
◆◆ Alien, by Ridley Scott. Dark, deep-space horror and
retrofuturistic spaceships fits perfect with world of
Coriolis.
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TOOLS OF THE GAME
Your improvisational skill and creativity will be your most
important tools when playing Coriolis – The Third Horizon,
but there is a bunch of other tools in the game that will help
you build your story.

CHARACTER AND SHIP SHEETS
Your PCs are no anonymous dime-a-dozens. You are individuals, each with your own roles and tasks, unique attributes
and traits, relationships and dreams. In Coriolis – The Third
Horizon, you create your PC and write everything about him
or her down on a character sheet. A character sheet can be
found at the back of this book for you to make copies of,
and the Modiphius website. The website also provides free
downloads of character sheets. The next chapter will help
you create your PC. But your PCs are not everything, in
Coriolis, your spaceship is your most prized possession. Use

the ship sheet, also at the back of the book and available for
free download to keep track of what happens to your craft.

DICE
You decide what your PC does, but if your actions are especially risky, the GM will ask you for a dice roll to determine if
your are successful or not. Treat your dice well, because out
there in the darkness, whether you live or die will sometimes
come down to chance.

MAPS AND PLANS
Inside the front cover of the book you will find a map of the
Third Horizon, to use when you plan your space travel. Several
detailed ship plans are also shown, in Chapter 7. Use these
to to get an overview or your, or someone else’s, spaceship.
Both maps and ship plans are free to download at the website.

THE THIRD HORIZON
The Third Horizon, commonly just ”the Horizon”, is 36 star
systems joined through space and time by mystic portals.
The Horizon of today is a melting pot of different cultures,
peoples and factions.

ZENITH AND NADIR
Many hundreds of years ago, two colossal colonization
vessels left Earth. Their names were Zenith and Nadir,
and their destination the star Aldebaran. The crews lived
their lives aboard the ships, through centuries of deep
space. One of the ships, the Nadir, was lost somewhere
in the darkness during the voyage, without leaving any
trace. The Zenith continued, alone, and after traversing
the empty void, finally reached its destination. But the
humans onboard discovered that they were not the first
to arrive in the Third Horizon.
They arrived in an already colonized cluster of star systems,
linked by ancient portals. A long time after the departure
of Zenith, the ruling powers of Earth had discovered one
of these portals, and through it a shortcut to what became
known as the Third Horizon.

THE PORTALS
Mankind had discovered a remnant from a highly advanced
culture, which they named the Portal Builders. The portal
opened the way for humanity to travel the stars, and a new
golden age began. Colonization vessels sought out distant
stars, establishing the First and Second Horizons. Finally,
the Third Horizon was reached, and it became a haven for
radicals and freethinkers from the first two horizons. Earthlike worlds were discovered and colonized, massive palaces
and temples erected - civilization slowly spread across the
Third Horizon.

THE PORTAL WARS
Eventually, the First Horizon wanted to reclaim the systems
that had freed themselves. The newborn separatist powers,
headed by the Order of the Pariah, resisted, and war broke
out. The slaughter lasted for several years, but ended when
the star fleets of the Third Horizon finally wiped out the First
Horizon’s lackeys – a faction called the Sacrifice of Nazareem
– and closed all portals to the other horizons. The terrible war
left in its wake remnants of once great armadas, rifts in the
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fabric of spacetime, and cities, whole planets even, scorched
and destroyed.

ZENITH
When the silence after the war was at its deepest, Zenith
finally arrived in the Third Horizon. The massive arkship
found its original destination already colonized – by the lords
and emirs of Dabaran. After travelling the war-torn Horizon,
Zenith decided on the cluster’s central system, Kua, as its new
home. However, a mutiny aboard soon divided the crew.The
captain family fled the ship and settled on the planet Kua’s
surface below. The remaining colonists cannibalized their
ship, rebuilding it into the great space station Coriolis and
declared a new era in the Third Horizon – a time for trade,
reawakening and peace.

ZENITHIANS AND THE FIRST-COME
Descendents of the crew of Zenith call themselves Zenithians,
while the peoples of the first colonization wave call themselves the First-come, as they view themselves as the Horizon’s
original settlers. Among the latter however, many have begun
identifying as Zenithians, despite not being blood related
to the crew of Zenith. This is most common among those
who regard themselves as progressive, and who share the
Zenithians’ practical take on the Icons and life in general.

CORIOLIS AND KUA
The center of the Third Horizon is the Kua system, where
the space station Coriolis orbits the green jungles of the
planet Kua. The system is also home to the burning hot
planet Lubau, the acidified Jina, an asteroid belt, the gas
giant Xene, the ice planet Surha and, farthest out, an outer
asteroid belt where only one of the nine sectors is habitated.
Most of the system’s inhabitants live on the planet Kua. There,
many dwells close to an ancient wonder left behind by the
Portal Builders - a gigantic monolith, made habitable by the
Zenithians, or in the industrial conglomerate that stretches
along the planet’s equator.

THE FACTIONS
When the Zenithians founded Coriolis, they sent word to
all major powers in the Third Horizon to come to the space
station and set up a council for peace and trade. The invitees
became known as factions, and the Council a force for peace
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and commerce, albeit that some conflicts remained unsolved.
The council factions of today are the Consortium, a group of
powerful corporations; the Zenithian Hegemony, the descendents of the captain family onboard Zenith; the Free League,
the union of free traders; the mercenaries of the Legion; the
secretive Draconites; the divine iconocrates of the Order of the
Pariah; Ahlam’s Temple, with its courtesans and philosophers;
and lastly the people’s church, the Church of the Icons. Two
additional groups are regarded as factions although they are not
represented at the Council; the criminal network the Syndicate,
and the nomads in the Nomad Federation. Tradition divides the
council into Zenithian (the first four factions mentioned above)
and Firstcome factions (the four latter). The Syndicate is usually
considered Zenithian and the Nomad Federation First-come.

THE EMISSARIES
As the Third Horizon had just begun to blossom again, and
harmony had returned to the Council of factions, the peace
was suddenly broken. From the depths of the gas giant Xene’s
rose the faceless Emissaries. Spectres from another world,
Icons or Portal Builders? The theories about their origins are
many. The Emissaries demanded a seat at the Council – and
got one. One of the Emissaries claimed itself an incarnation
of the Icon the Judge, to which the Order of the Pariah cried
”sacrilege!” and closed their home system shut to all travel. A
new age of shadows and suspicion has dawned, and the peoples
of the Horizon all wonder: what is the true agenda Emissaries?

CONFLICT
Today, new conflicts are flaring up, and old ones are emerging again in the Horizon. The intrigues surrounding the
factions thickens, and matters usually settled with a signature or a handshake are now taken to the battlefield. Firstcome revolts against the Zenithian factions, particularly the
Consortium, are erupting everywhere. The factions fight
each other in proxy wars, through rebel forces, mercenaries,
corsairs and toll ships.
In the midst of all this chaos, a new phenomena has come
to light in the Horizon – people are suddenly showing signs
of powers said reserved for the Icons themselves. They can
tell the future, see things worlds away and even conjure up
fire from empty air. These new mystics are a dangerous
element to the rest of the population, as they are not yet
in full control of their powers.

POSSIBILITIES
The new era does however bring with it many new opportunities for adventurers like you and your group: trading with
far-off systems, solving conflicts with your trusty Vulcan
carbine, spying on shady corporations or factions, escorting
travellers and pilgrims, delivering important messages as
couriers, or searching for secrets in the ruins of old, be it
the remnants of the Portal Builders or the looming wrecks
from the Portal Wars. All this and much more is at your
feet in Coriolis – The Third Horizon!
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